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American protest against the political and social establishment grew between the years
1967 and 1968 because dramatic aspects of rebellion manifested in theatrical methods.
Prominent examples of these protests include the San Francisco Mime Troupe, the production of
Paradise Now by the Living Theatre, the Broadway cast production of the musical Hair, and the
Festival of Life by the Yippie Movement 1 at the Chicago Democratic National Convention.
During this intense period of domestic conflict, these activists embraced the revolutions of
radical theater as visible forms of protest.
Theatrical performance is a major presentation performed by actors and interpreted by
audiences, both politically and socially. In an America embroiled in war and cultural conflict, the
actors in social groups used revolutionary strategies to express the need for changes in society.
Naomi Feigelson’s The Underground Revolution: Hippies, Yippies, and Others argues that
politics meshed with theater in “the insistence on involvement, the need for each person to feel
part of life.” 2 Doing so made “the spectator part of the action, [in] a drive for liberation and
personal expression.” 3 Both Broadway and off-Broadway theater companies, as well as activists
like the Yippies, created a platform for their messages and invited spectators to join the drama.
While political theater was not a new art form, experimental theater methods decisively
influenced performative protests in the late 1960s. They demonstrated their theatrical protest in
the call to, and act of, revolution. Stephan Mark Halpern writes that as “the war in Vietnam
dragged on and on it seemed to expose the unresponsiveness of government and the weaknesses
in American society;” this instability coupled with social repression made a volatile mixture. 4

Yippies were members of the Youth International Party and were one of the groups who protested at the 1968
Democratic National Convention.
2 Naomi Feigelson, The Underground Revolution; Hippies, Yippies, and Others. (New York: Funk & Wagnalls,
1970), 175.
3 Ibid., 175.
4 Stephen Mark Halpern, Looking Back: Modern America in Historical Perspective. (Rand McNally History Series.
Chicago: Rand McNally College Publications, 1975), 50.
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All four prior examples of protest are political theater because they attempt to educate others in a
new way of thinking and acting. Halpern’s analysis and that of many writers indicate American’s
low degree of political and social engagement during the late 1960s.
Theater as art also indicates societal changes: a plethora of groups felt the need to protest
because they felt deprived of political power. Jonathan Swift’s 1971 article “don’t Put It Down!”
suggests that the 1960s was an era of “anxiety…confusion, lack of direction, [and]
dissatisfaction” over “the entrenched beliefs and customs of a society that was speedily
becoming apathetic.” 5 Though he refers to the message of the musical Hair, this evaluation is
applicable to the theatrical protests of the San Francisco Mime Troupe, the Living Theatre, and
the Yippies because they also performed their protests against the backdrop of an unresponsive
establishment. The San Francisco Mime Troupe used ‘guerrilla theatre’ to revolt against
theatrical, societal, and political establishments. The Living Theatre sought the “Beautiful NonViolent Anarchist Revolution” acted out in Paradise Now to permeate a complacent, capitalist
society. 6 The actors in the Broadway cast of Hair acted out in defiance of conventional theater
norms, represented by the traditional Broadway establishment. During the Chicago Democratic
National Convention, the Yippie movement acted on its distrust of authority by using theatrical
resistance in the streets and parks of Chicago. In short, theater in the late 1960s used group
participation as a theatrical and popular form of socio-political collective action.
In this context, specific theatrical revolutionary tactics are methods of the staging and the
breaking of the “fourth wall.” Typically, radical theaters reliably broke the “fourth wall,” or “the

5 Jonathan Swift, 1971. “‘don't Put It Down!’ A Teacher's Session with HAIR.” (The English Journal 60 (5).
National Council of Teachers of English), 627–628.
6 Malina, Judith, Beck, Julian, and Paul Avrich Collection, Paradise Now; Collective Creation of the Living Theatre,
(New York: Random House, 1971), 5.
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proscenium opening through which the audience sees the performance.” 7 Actors blurred the line
between performer and audience. They directly engaged with the audience through actions and
spoken text, as well as invited the audience to take a role in the production. 8 Generally, radical
theater companies staged their protest plays in non-traditional theaters. For example, the San
Francisco Mime Troupe performed in public space, occupying streets and parks in defiance of
civil permits. 9 While the Living Theatre required some form of building to serve as a theater, the
collective avoided curtains, artificial lighting, and arranged seating - the trappings of
conventional theater - and encouraged movement to the streets in revolution. The Broadway
production of Hair was one of the few plays with radical goals that required a basic theater
platform, but because it required a “bare stage, totally exposed, [with] no wing masking” and no
curtains, it attempted to ignore the theater as a restrictive space. 10 Like the San Francisco Mime
Troupe, the Yippies operated their radical theatrics in public space against city ordinances. On a
broader scale, the Yippies broke the fourth wall as nontraditional protest: as part of their Festival
to protest the Convention, the Yippies physically interacted with their audience of spectators.
They created celebrations in the parks of Chicago that necessitated the participation of their
onlookers. These two methods of theatrical revolution, unconventional staging and breaking the
“fourth wall,” guided the work of the radical theater movement and the Yippies.
What were these groups protesting and why? In her dissertation “The San Francisco
Mime Troupe as Radical Theater,” Mary Elizabeth Booth Edelson concludes that “for art and
activism to coincide, two conditions seem obligatory: first, a brewing political and/or social
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crisis; and second, a theater which sees its art as taking sides in that crisis.” 11 Though there were
numerous conflicts taking place during the tumultuous 1960s, some of the most visible were
American protests against the Vietnam War. Political theater became a visible, symbolic, and
participatory form of collective action protest against the brutality of the war and the American
society that created it. While various groups within the anti-war movement called for reform and
change in the political arena, when the federal government disregarded their messages, they
resorted to other methods of demonstration. Theater, particularly experimental productions, was
a form of protest against conformity and repression.
The anarchist San Francisco Mime Troupe set the revolutionary stage of radical theater
through its satiric portrayal of society. Because the group performed to restore the link between
the actor and social challenges of the time, “the Mime Troupe’s theater became an attack on
bourgeois theater and what it stood for politically and aesthetically.” 12 Their leader, R.G. Davis,
established his troupe to challenge to conventional theater productions and the complacent
middle-class American lifestyle. Borrowing from multiple theater styles, including French mime
and black minstrelsy, the group in the early 1960s “practiced escaping from the bourgeouis
doldrums...toward an alternative culture.” 13 The earliest visible method of that escape occurred
in the early 1960s when the Mime Troupe gravitated towards commedia dell’arte; this form of
classical Italian theater uses established characters and storylines to create biting social critiques.
The Mime Troupe relied on pre-written commedia plotlines infused with music, interruptive
actions, and other improvisations to re-interpret a satirical message for modern audiences. Davis

11 Mary Elizabeth Booth Edelson, "The San Francisco Mime Troupe as Radical Theater." (Ph.D. dissertation,
University of Wisconsin-Madison, 1975), 135.
12 Edelson, “The San Francisco Mime Troupe as Radical Theater,” 43.
13 R. G. Davis, The San Francisco Mime Troupe: The First Ten Years, (1st ed. Palo Alto, Calif.: Ramparts Press,
1975), 28.
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and the Troupe developed their fluid radical-pacifist ideology to include a “tension of the
political intensity [they] were beginning to require of [their] shows.” 14 Commedia supplied a
method for the group to mock society in order to provoke social change: for example, in their
1967 production L’Amant Militaire they criticized the Vietnam War in a mocking form using
puppets and masks. Though the play was reinterpreted for a1960s context from the original
French version, under the Troupe’s direction it became guerrilla theater and represented the
oppression of Vietnamese people by American soldiers. Commedia dell’arte allowed the Troupe
to be satirists of both politics and society.
As the representative voice of the group until 1970, R.G. Davis’s tenure gave the Mime
Troupe a leader who articulated revolution. He directed the Troupe in guerrilla theater
productions. These off off-Broadway performances operated underneath society with the intent
to challenge, dare, and upset the ruling order. 15 Echoing the Cuban revolutionary Che Guevara,
Davis explains how the connection between theater and guerrilla warfare creates revolution in
his 1967 article “Guerrilla Theatre.” He sees that stagnation occurs because “‘the system’ is
debilitating, repressive, and non-aesthetic.” 16 To Davis, guerrilla theater is one method to
change that system. In the article, he proposes a handbook to ensure the guerilla theater’s
success, as “theatre IS a social entity” that can either develop the regulations of society, “or it

Ibid., 82.
off-Broadway and the conventional, commercial world of Broadway theaters were the polar ends of the theater
spectrum, and off-Broadway served as a middle ground between them. In her article “Broadway: A Theatre
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especially the avantgarde and the classics - that could not often be seen on Broadway” (125). Michael Smith’s article
“The Good Scene: Off Off-Broadway” gives an engaging discussion of the history of off off-Broadway, which
developed out of off-Broadway plays. Epitomized by the San Francisco Mime Troupe and the Living Theatre, off
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16 R. G. Davis, “Guerrilla Theatre”. The Tulane Drama Review 10 (4), (The MIT Press: 130–36. 1966), 131.
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can look to changing that society...and that’s political.” 17 He perceives both traditional theater
and contemporary politics as impotent and in need of radicalization to create change. Guerrilla
theater would develop anarchist social attitudes and would also ideally transform the political
structure. Davis’ largest contribution to the radical theater movement was his creation of
guerrilla theater, which would influence the founding of other radical theater groups and
productions.
The San Francisco Mime Troupe performed its theatrical revolutions in protest, and used
unconventional methods – primarily, artistic commitment to character and unique performance
venues - to accomplish it. In Levitating the Pentagon, J.W. Fenn argues that as an artistic
response to the Vietnam War, the Troupe “generally pursued a more combative and
confrontational expression of discontent… [in] the open air.”

18

A Mime Troupe commedia actor

juggled performing the character in the play through the use of masks and costumes, while also
inserting his own individuality and political beliefs through improvisational acting techniques –
the latter often occurred through audience interruptions and participation. The Mime Troupe had
room to make political statements, such as a desire to end the Vietnam War, by using existing
plays and the protection of masks and costumes. Fenn also examines guerrilla theater and
Davis’s language of war through the Mime Troupe’s propensity for “taking its message to the
people by performing works in the parks and on the boulevards of San Francisco.” 19 Normal
theater venues required both a consistent funding stream from paying patrons and donors, as well
as compliance with government requirements to occupy buildings. The Troupe could not receive
such funding without possessing a traditional theater, which was contradictory to their message.
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The radical performance venues of outdoor theater also appealed to the group’s artistic values as
guerrilla fighters and reinforced their rebellion against the ‘system;’ the police could challenge
the Mime Troupe in parks and streets, and they could respond with guerrilla warfare tactics.
These approaches communicated the Troupe’s general theme of rebellion against the
establishment and its conformity.
Most significantly, the San Francisco Mime Troupe represented the satirical form of
radical revolutionary theater and influenced other groups to cultivate performative protest.
Interestingly, Davis saw “Radical Independent Theatre” as split into factions, of which the Left
wing, led by his group, “has at its base a mimetic sense of imagery rather than a naturalistic
imitation of reality.”

20

In response to the standardization of theater as something that did not

reflect society, the Mime Troupe attempted to create a new version of social values. The group
acted as the satirical counterpart to principled experimentalism, influencing later groups. Claudia
Orenstein argues in Festive Revolutions that the Troupe’s popular comedic practices “[offered]
theatrical strategies for confronting social and political oppression in a way that empowers
performers and their audiences.”

21

The group’s clowns, puppets, and masks utilized theater

intended to make people laugh, yet the voices and actions of the actors made relevant satire of
the era’s troubled circumstances. By performing outdoors, the Mime Troupe’s actors acted out
their agitation against a socio-politically unconcerned public. Their audience interaction in this
arena allowed both the audience and other radical theater companies to question the status quo.
The Living Theatre, an off off-Broadway theater company based in New York, further
developed radical revolutionary theater by performing extreme versions of protest against

Davis, The First Ten Years, 130.
Claudia Orenstein, Festive Revolutions: The Politics of Popular Theater and the San Francisco Mime Troupe.
Performance Studies (Jackson, Miss.). (Jackson: University Press of Mississippi, 1998), 3.
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repression. By the late 1960s, the Living Theatre “[mobilized] theatrical art to critique the
everyday repressions of the dominant society, assume freedom, transform social relations, and
enact an alternative utopian society.” 22 Similar to the radical theater movement as a whole, the
collective’s communal living arrangements and provocative anarchist beliefs criticized
traditional authorities of both theater and society. They acted to free the theater. For the Living
Theatre, anarchism did not have connotations of lawless and confused actions, but was instead a
form of deliberately independent social living without politics. Julian Beck and Judith Malina,
the company’s founders, immersed themselves in the cooperative methods that the company
espoused. The name of the company represented its radical intentions towards American
institutions and beliefs, and its performances enacted that purpose.
Though it created change through experimental methods, the Living Theatre’s sociopolitical causes and abrupt production material place them in the spectrum of 1960s radical
revolutionary theater. Like the San Francisco Mime Troupe, the Living Theatre believed in an
alternative society and considered “cultural life, represented by ‘the theatre,’ and political, public
life, by ‘the street,’ [to be] intertwined inexplicably.”

23

R.G. Davis himself regarded the Living

Theatre and the Mime Troupe as opposite sides of the same coin. The Right wing of Radical
Independent Theatre, spearheaded by the Living Theatre, “[despairs] more at the social setting
around it...is an extension...from the bourgeois theatre, and is closely aligned with the aesthetic
avant garde.” 24 Though Davis hesitates to designate the latter as guerrilla theater in the same
way that his Mime Troupe performed it, the Living Theatre nonetheless embraced the term in

22 Bradford D. Martin, The Theater Is in the Street: Politics and Performance in Sixties America, (Amherst:
University of Massachusetts Press, 2004), 63.
23 Ibid., 49.
24 Davis, The First Ten Years, 130.
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their aggressive theater techniques and opinions. Their shock-inducing plays used guerrilla
theater tactics by refusing to conform to theatrical expectations.
The dissidence in both the method and delivery of Living Theatre productions was a
revolutionary response to its perception of American society. Their dissonant plays borrowed
from the theories and practices of Antonin Artaud, one of the first theatrical revolutionaries. In
particular, Bradford D. Martin observes that Artaud’s forms of realistic theater, without “artifice,
‘talking heads,’ and intellectualism,” required a participatory theatricality “in which the actors’
physicality and emotion affected the audience on a visceral level.” 25 The collective’s
productions would emphasize that technique while also advocating for an anarchistic version of
society. The government restricted the group’s actions by enforcing tax and building code
violations, but the Living Theatre symbolized these attacks as emblematic of its cause. The
collective’s severely zealous performances represented their socio-political cause because by
performing in extremes, they hoped to agitate their audiences into changing a restrictive system.
In 1968, Living Theatre founders Julian Beck and Judith Malina worked with the
collective to craft the radical play Paradise Now, which was to serve as the roadmap towards
achieving revolution. Paradise Now uses non-violent, theatrical guerrilla warfare tactics to
initiate the revolution among the audience. Firstly, the opening ‘Rite of Guerilla Theatre’
addresses individual spectators with perturbing lines, such as “I don’t know how to stop the
wars,” “You can’t live if you don’t have money,” and “I’m not allowed to take my clothes off” to
suggest the contradiction between societal and individual values. 26 Though the actors performed
in combative ways by shouting at and physically touching the audience, they were representing

Martin, The Theater Is In the Street, 62.
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societal violence, not endorsing it; indeed, they desired a peaceful revolution. The Living Theatre
used guerrilla theater metaphorically because these questions for the audience intentionally
provoked reactions. Similar to how guerrilla warfare tactics engage the oppressive establishment
indirectly, the actors of Paradise Now wanted the audience to critique the government and
society. This form of guerrilla theater also occurred in the setting for the play: while the
collective performed in semi-normal theater venues, where people still paid to watch the
performance, Paradise Now dispensed with traditional theater settings such as chairs and
curtains in order to perform. An edited film recording of Paradise Now demonstrates how the
performers ignored the rigidity of seating arrangements throughout the entire play.

27

The

theatrical roadmap to revolution, as communicated through Paradise Now, emphasized the need
for comprehensive societal change in its staging methods.
Paradise Now also broke the fourth wall of traditional theater through direct contact with
the audience as individuals, further revolutionizing the spectators. The first way the group did so
is by inviting the audience to shed their clothes along with the actors; ‘The Rite of Universal
Intercourse’ notes that “if a member of the public joins this group” of actors in “a pile, caressing,
moving, undulating, loving,” then “he is welcomed into the Rite.” 28 One specific revolution the
play demanded was a re-evaluation of sexuality in society, exemplified by the intertwined actors
and audience. The other way Paradise Now broke the fourth wall was by creating times of
discussion, where “the theatre becomes a forum, a political meeting, the crossroads of
impassioned exchanges” for the audience and the actors.

29

The space that Paradise Now

provided was its own revolution in theater as a rare form of theatrical public engagement. These

27 Paradise Now a Collective Creation of the Living Theatre. DVD. United States: United States: Universal Mutant,
2008.
28 Malina, et al. Paradise Now, 74.
29 Pierre Biner, The Living Theatre, (New York: Horizon Press, 1972), 175.
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group explorations also served as the basis for the group’s demand for revolution outside of the
theater walls; at the conclusion of Paradise Now, the audience was called to enact the revolution
based on what they learned. Pierre Biner observes that “the Living Theatre actor merely plays
himself on stage,” which is the most expressive form of how they broke the fourth wall - there
was a very limited one with which to begin. 30 As such, it is also important to note that the group
performed Paradise Now for one year before writing a formal script for it, and the play
accordingly changed with each performance.

31

This lack of performance structure exemplifies

the strength of the Living Theatre collective’s talent, improvisational skills, and communication.
Hence, the Living Theatre broke the fourth wall in various ways to give explicit instruction to the
audience in disruptive revolution.
Finally, Paradise Now during the 1967-68 tour symbolized the collective’s goals - to
create a peaceful revolution through non-violence. Through ritual actions, guerrilla theater, and
breaking the fourth wall, the actors hoped to guide everyone on the journey to Paradise. The play
expresses the radical ambitions of ‘The Beautiful Non-Violent Anarchist Revolution’ in the
actors’ free theater speeches. They command the audience to “free theatre. The theatre is yours”
32

because “the theatre is in the street. The street belongs to the people. Free the theatre. Free the

street. Begin.” 33 The Living Theatre actors ordered the audience to leave the theater with them
to incite the revolution of Paradise Now. Because the collective combined non-violent guerrilla
theater with direct audience engagement, the audience and the actors possessed the opportunity
to create the revolution after the performance ended. Overall, the play intended to instigate the
revolution through its theatricality. The audience and actors were to leave the theatre together,

Ibid., 170.
Malina et al., Paradise Now, introduction.
32 Ibid., 23.
33 Ibid., 140.
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energized to begin the revolution in society.
Another part of the radical theater movement, the Broadway musical Hair was
revolutionary in 1968 because it was experimental for and in direct contrast to Broadway
musicals. Brooks McNamara observes that Broadway is a commercialized theater enterprise that
“is designed to be profitable” because it “is seen by professionals as a business like any other”
that “[intends] to entertain.” 34 These circumstances meant that Broadway produced conventional
musicals and plays that did not offend paying customers; however, the musical Hair offended its
customers as much as it entertained them. Though conventional in comparison to the off offBroadway theater companies of the San Francisco Mime Troupe and the Living Theatre, Hair
nevertheless symbolized theatrical revolution against the rigidity of Broadway through its antiwar subject matter, music and lyrics styles, costuming, and experimental staging. The musical’s
off-Broadway inception and history were a combination of the work of its varied original
creators: writers Gerome Ragni and James Rado, director Gerald Freedman, and producer Joseph
Papp. Their collaborations on and intense disagreements over Hair spurred the musical’s
development by Ragni and Rado into the hippie-centered production that arrived at Broadway’s
Biltmore Theater in April 1968. According to Scott Miller, after extensive re-writing and
development, “Hair [became] the revolution” that “rejected every convention of Broadway…and
of the American musical in particular.”

35

It based its themes on the hippie counterculture that

was visually represented by long hair, giving the musical its title. Hippie musical, sexual, and
political values drove the plot about a young man, Claude, who is conflicted over whether to
burn his draft card. Claude can either conform by joining the army and dying in the Vietnam

34 Brooks McNamara, 2001. “Broadway: A Theatre Historian's Perspective.” (TDR (1988-) 45 (4). The MIT Press),
126-127.
35 Scott Miller, Let the Sun Shine In: The Genius of Hair. (Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann, 2003), 8.
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War, or he can rebel against the system and continue living with the hippie tribal commune, the
latter of which is attempting to create a new, free society parallel to the current one. Essentially,
Hair grew by representing the revolution of the radical hippie counterculture against
establishment Broadway norms in the traditional method of the musical.
In particular, Hair protested the traditional American musical by using popular music and
breaking the fourth wall to communicate its anti-war message. Traditional musicals of the
decade, such as Man of La Mancha and Fiddler on the Roof employed musical theater essentials,
such as a clear narrative with a central character and musical pieces which use customary
progressions. In contrast, Hair is an ensemble musical because though a main character exists Claude - the other members of Hair’s hippie ‘Tribe’ develop the story directly. More generally,
the Tribe rebels against repression and the values of past generations. This rebellion is most
evident in the Original Broadway Cast recording, where the popular rock-and-roll music of the
era drives the enthusiastic attitude of the actors. The title song, “Hair,” glorifies the Tribe’s
“shining gleaming streaming flaxen waxen” hair, and the musical notes of “Hair” also mock the
American national anthem. 36 This satire defied American involvement in the Vietnam War, in
which the American military would not have allowed men to wear long hair. On a related note,
the song “My Conviction” breaks the theatrical fourth wall because the mother character
addresses Hair’s audience. She “[wishes] every mother and father in this theater/ Would go
home tonight and make a speech to their teenagers/ And say kids...Be whoever you are, do
whatever you want to do.” 37 The breaking of the fourth wall was an innovative action for
musicals because it implies that the actors recognize that they are performing on a stage. In the

36 Galt MacDermot, Ragni, Gerome, and Rado, James. Hair; the American Tribal Love-rock Musical, (New York:
Pocket Books, 1969), 65.
37 Galt MacDermot, Ragni, Gerome, and Rado, James, Hair Original Broadway Cast Recording, “My Conviction,”
(New York, NY: RCA Victor, CD, 1988).
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mother character tolerating the Tribe’s long hair, she is sanctioning their self-expression in
defiance of the establishment; it is also revealed that ‘she’ is a cross-dressing male actor, further
demonstrating the rebellious and experimental musical theater revolution. In summary, Hair’s
rock music and breaking of the fourth wall were avant-garde theatrics for the American musical.
Equally important, the experimental costuming and staging of Hair acted in opposition to
standard musical performance. The show raised extraordinary controversy for its nude scene at
the end of the first act. During Claude’s existential questioning in the song “Where Do I Go?,”
the Tribe removes their clothes in a “moment of support and communalism...free of sexuality” in
defiance of traditional societal norms. 38 The “Be-In” prior to the nude scene provided
symbolism of love and community as the Tribe gathered to burn their draft cards together. While
some scripts of Hair did not provide stage directions for the nakedness, Barbara Horn and Irving
Buchen indicate that other scripts do provide for it. All scripts of the musical also give
instructions to break the fourth wall in an intrusive manner at the end of the first act: policemen
arrive to take the audience into custody for viewing obscene content.

39

Horn also discusses how

“Hair was the first show on Broadway to display totally naked actors,” and that influential
critics, such as Martin Gottfried, detested the display.

40

Interestingly, she observes that audience

members sometimes participated in the nudity, giving Hair a connection to the off-off Broadway
world of the Living Theatre and Paradise Now.

41

The nude scene represented the Tribe’s

independence from Broadway conventions. It proclaimed peace and independence against
repression, borrowed from the real-life hippie communes of the 1960s.
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In other ways, the staging of Hair dissented from Broadway standards because it utilized
the audience in its message of freedom. Clive Barnes reviewed the Broadway production in 1968
and revels in how Hair resonates with revolutionary choices, where “half-naked hippies
statuesquely [slow-paraded] down the center aisle” after interacting with the audience and giving
them flowers.

42

Jonathan Swift’s 1971 article remarks that “this is the first time a musical of

world magnitude has been presented using the audience,” because Hair “opens with the actors
coming from the audience...and it ends with the audience joining the actors on the stage” for an
encore of “Hair.”

43

Horn recognizes this shift as combining the positions of viewer and

performer in a triumphant act. 44 These staging choices included the audience in a theatrical
event that defied Broadway norms. Participating in the theatrical events in these ways gave the
audience the opportunity to be involved in a musical unlike any other. Essentially, Hair’s
costumes and staging changed the image of the staid Broadway musical into a dynamic and
incendiary protest against societal constraints.
Given these points, unlike the San Francisco Mime Troupe and the Living Theatre, Hair
does not call for a specific revolution, but creates a symbolic one to change Broadway in its
radical theatricality of Broadway musicals. While Buchen believes that Hair’s understanding of
evil and good suggests “a radical future,” the musical proclaims the benefits of a peaceful and
figurative revolution through its theatrical devices. 45 More importantly, that form of revolution
benefits from commercialization - because it is less radical than militant revolutions, it is
subsidized by the public paying to view it. Hair was less of a threat than the guerrilla theater of

Clive Barnes, Theater: ‘Hair’ – It’s Fresh and Frank.” New York Times (ProQuest Historical Newspapers). New
York City, NY. Apr 30, 1968.
43 Swift, “‘don't Put It Down!,’” 627.
44 Horn, The Age of Hair, 80.
45 Buchen, “Is the Future Hair?” 96.
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the San Francisco Mime Troupe or the anarchic future society of the Living Theatre because the
musical’s cast and crew worked within the Broadway system and subjugated themselves to
transform the establishment. Overall, the theatricality of Hair expressed that commercialized
revolutionary tension to Broadway theater audiences.
As contemporaries of the radical theater movement, the Yippies used demonstration
theatricality before and during the August 1968 Democratic National Convention in Chicago to
protest the restrictive American government and society. The Yippie movement bolstered its
image through street theater because it borrowed from the protest tactics of radical theater
companies, primarily assessed by David Farber in Chicago ‘68. Prior to the convention, the
buildup to the Yippies’ plans amounted to staging for a theater production - they disseminated
advertisements, made speeches for public awareness, and generally built the myth of Yippie.
Orchestrated by Abbie Hoffman and Jerry Rubin, the movement of YIPPIE - standing for both
the Youth International Party and an exclamation of glee - necessitated both a social and mental
revolution to create change. 46 According to the Walker Report, which was an assessment of the
violent results of the Chicago Convention, the idea of theatricality “was a primary ingredient of
[the Yippies’] approach. The audience would be the American public, the means of
communication would be the mass media...the stage would be the streets and the message would
be a demonstration of disrespect, irreverence and ridicule” of the establishment. 47 Disdaining a
standard theater to make speeches, Yippies channeled off off-Broadway by theatricality in the
streets. Yippies believed they were igniting a revolution towards the goal of a free society. Their
extravagant and exorbitant imaginations relied on a uniquely theatrical public persona where

Jerry Rubin, Do It; Scenarios of the Revolution. (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1970), 34.
Daniel Walker and United States, National Commission on the Causes Prevention of Violence. Rights in Conflict;
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individuals ‘did their own thing’ by behaving as they desired in the face of adversity. That
individualism manifested in counterculture methods - such as using drugs or doing sexual
activities in public - as well as in confrontational ways through public protests. Their behavior
during this time period was unrivaled in its distinctive eccentricity. Yippies intended to “use the
Democratic Party and the Chicago theater to build [their] stage” and thus make their theatrics
fully visible to the American public. 48 Unlike the goals of the San Francisco Mime Troupe and
the Living Theatre, the Yippies agitated merely to cause disturbance. Though the Yippies had
few collective goals, they nevertheless intended to agitate the establishment; they accomplished
that objective by working outside of the political system and articulated the perceived discontent
in society. More generally, the Yippies clamored for attention in the months prior to the Chicago
Democratic National Convention, where they would stage one of their largest theatrical
productions of the decade. 49
The methodologies of Yippie leaders Abbie Hoffman and Jerry Rubin created the
foundations of YIPPIE activity at the convention, where their different approaches towards
performative protest used revolutionary language. As they cultivated the YIPPIE myth, both men
wanted to define the movement through a demonstration in Chicago. However, they also knew
that the antagonistic establishment of Chicago’s mayor and police force would incite conflict.
Abbie Hoffman made his reality a theater as a result of his experiences as a controversial activist
in the counterculture and anti-war movements. In his post-Chicago biography Revolution for the
Hell of It, he makes an analogy to the rising visibility of television: Hoffman wanted the “boring
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drama” of the Chicago Convention to be eclipsed by the Yippies’ “advertisement for
revolution...being played out in the streets.” 50 In defining the movement through the outrageous
behavior of its members, rather than through any kind of ideology, Hoffman’s political farce set
the stage for the circus-like “politics of absurdity” that the Yippies would bring to Chicago. 51 In
conjunction, social activist Jerry Rubin advanced “creative disruption” in “confrontational
terms,” where “violence” was “the best means for the movement to grab public attention.” 52 He
relied on violent language and metaphors of guerrilla warfare in his promotional speeches for the
Yippie movement; this method was another form of theatricality because he communicated his
message in an adversarial way. Rubin believed that these kinds of strategies could change the
minds of complacent Americans in the establishment. He justified extreme measures because
“repression turns demonstration protests into wars.” 53 In effect, Hoffman and Rubin
collaborated in theatrical work to advance their perception of the Yippie revolution. However,
Rubin and Hoffman did not always see eye to eye, and the latter’s revolutionary ideas were
closer to the disorganized countercultural and confrontational tactics the Yippies used on the
ground.
Outside of the Chicago Democratic National Convention, the Yippies worked from
August 18-August 30th 1968 to use theatrical demonstration in the streets of the city. In their
dramatic “Daring Expose - Top Secret Yippie Plans for Lincoln Park,” the group published their
intentions for the weeklong convention. 54 The Yippies believed that the nomination of Hubert
Humphrey would continue the Vietnam War and thus determine the future of the war and
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America. As such, the Yippies concocted a “Celebration of Life...with
workshops...demonstrations, rock concerts, pot, and plenty of gags” to counteract the
Convention’s “Festival of Death.”

55

The creativity of their Festival of Life appeared most

effectively in the selection of ‘Pigasus’ the pig on August 23, 1968 for the Democratic
presidential candidacy. After they announced its nomination at the Chicago Civic Center, the pig
was “‘arrested’ by police as he was being ‘interviewed’ by waiting journalists.” 56 The ‘Pigasus’
candidacy was Yippie satirical politics: after being arrested with the pig on various counts,
Yippie leadership even debated the merits of eating the pig as a final act of civil disobedience
against the political establishment. The significance of the pig’s name is twofold. Referencing
the flying horse in Greek mythology, it firstly indicated that a Yippie-approved candidate would
be nominated ‘when pigs fly.’ Secondly, the Yippies began referring to the adversarial Chicago
police and administration as ‘pigs,’ further demoting the symbolic worth of ‘Pigasus’ in the eyes
of the radical counterculture. By using public space to present their Democratic nominee, the
Yippies lampooned the system because they believed change would never take place.
As a testament to the power of Yippie theatrical protest and other groups’ political
demonstrations, 57 the Chicago political administration feared the dramatic revolution happening
in its streets. Violent clashes throughout the convention among the police, the National Guard,
and the protesters had elements of performance similar to the theater companies already
discussed: their protest against the establishment used violence to make an anti-establishment
message. In David Farber’s Chicago ‘68, he determines that “to the…police, all the
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demonstrators, short-haired and long-haired, were...un-American hippies” whose dramatic
actions disrespected the “American political system that maintained stability and order.” 58
Furthermore, Marty Jezer argues that the Chicago “Mayor Richard Daley proved himself as
adept a director of political theater as Abbie Hoffman and Jerry Rubin” through his approval of
“the police assaults on peaceful demonstrators.”

59

Daley “conveyed the message that...

demonstrations would not be tolerated in Chicago during the Democratic convention.” 60 To
reinforce that objective, he unleashed the force of Chicago police and the National Guard against
the many peaceful and violent oppositions taking place that week in August of 1968. Jezer’s
assessment is accurate, but only hints at Daley’s extensive background in this kind of heavyhanded repression during his tenure as mayor. 61 He also does not determine the degree of
Daley’s success - Daley failed in his mission to protect the city’s reputation because the brutality
of his forces on national media caused dramatic reactions from the American public. 62 The
resilience of the protesters and the backlash from the nation to the city’s violence endangered his
power as the leader of Chicago politics. Using his forces, Daley intended to “‘contain’ the
enemy, preventing the American Vietcong [protesters] from disrupting his convention or
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conducting guerrilla tactics in his Chicago.”

63 64

Altogether, the violence on the streets of

Chicago had elements of theatricality because the Chicago leadership used excessive force.
Overall, the Yippies, the police, and Chicago administration used revolution-based
theater to express their conflicting messages. Yippies knew that their tactics would be unlikely to
change the results of the Chicago convention, and as such they represented Americans who were
alienated from the political system. Police actions and the behavior of city leadership also
indicate the alarming scale of conflict that developed in Chicago over the course of the weeklong
convention. Radical theater reached its culmination in the turbulent struggle between the city and
its demonstrators, and the Yippies would continue to use it in their future demonstrations for a
changed America during the 1970s.
Viewing this history from a future vantage point, theater as demonstrative protest raised
questions of performance. There are many ways to stage and perform civil disobedience, but
generally, protest acts as theater to symbolically articulate group goals regardless of whether or
not the protest is successful. The Skolnick Report The Politics of Protest states that
“participants in mass protest…see their grievances as rooted in the existing arrangements
of power and authority in contemporary society, and they view their own activity as
political action – on a direct or symbolic level – aimed at altering those arrangements.” 65
The performances of these groups, from the extreme to the mundane, were attempts to reach out
to the American public in the hopes of change. Even though the San Francisco Mime Troupe, the
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Living Theatre, the Broadway production of Hair, and the Yippies were different forms of
theater, they remained radical for their respective techniques.
Regardless of their differences, there is an extraordinary level of intertextuality in the
works by and about their actions because these radical theater groups were contemporaries. Their
similarities influenced each other, and in particular, the Yippies used theater to reflect their
society’s current turmoil. R.G. Davis remained aware of the activities of the Living Theatre
throughout his tenure with the San Francisco Mime Troupe and discusses them in his biography,
The San Francisco Mime Troupe: The First Ten Years. 66 Hair received little respect from the
rest of the radical theater movement because of its commercialization. 67 Most importantly, the
radical theaters of the Living Theatre and the San Francisco Mime Troupe decisively influenced
the work of the Yippies at the Chicago Democratic Convention. Jerry Rubin appreciated the
combative elements of radical revolutionary guerrilla theater, and it is important to note that
Rubin recalls seeing a performance of Paradise Now prior to the Chicago Convention. He was
impressed at how the Living Theatre “eliminated the stage and joined the audience” in
“Revolutionary theater,” and hoped to do so in the eventual national stage that Chicago
presented.
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During the weeklong Convention, Abbie Hoffman would use the language of

guerrilla war to inspire protesters, claiming that their performative protest “was a second
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American Revolution.” 69 Evoking the tactics of guerrilla theater performers like the Mime
Troupe, he promised a rebellion against the corrupt rulers of American society, symbolically
comparing the Yippie struggle against Chicago authorities to the American colonial revolt
against the British Empire. The varied writings of the radical theater groups spoke to the values
of one another’s’ work in the late 1960s and influenced their developments.
There remain multiple examples of theatricality that could be included in this analysis:
the Open Theatre of Nola Chilton and Joseph Chaikin, Peter Shumann’s Bread and Puppet
Theater, and El Teatro Campesino are all models of revolution-based theatrical protest that are
deserving of examination. Other groups and movements at the Chicago Convention of 1968 also
used theatrical methods in their protests, such as the Mobilization to End the War in Vietnam and
the convention delegates themselves. However, the Mime Troupe, the Living Theatre, and Hair
were the most visually prominent members of the radical theater movement, and for the duration
of the convention in Chicago, the Yippies received the most national attention because they
applied the lessons of the theaters in street protest.
In conclusion, America in the late 1960s was a domestic theater of war because of
protests against the establishment. The theater operated on a visible stage where Americans
fought an ambivalent system. On the national stage, the establishment saw an enemy and the
protesters found allies through masks, music, nudity, and long hair. The radical theaters of the
counterculture movement perceived an attack by the government and mainstream culture, but
wanted to bring awareness and change to the American public. The radical theaters and the
Yippies intended to give the people back some form of agency and control through revolution.
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The San Francisco Mime Troupe performed in parks and streets to instigate a grassroots guerrilla
revolution. The Living Theatre performed inside buildings to create a revolution that would leave
its doors and enter the real world to create a non-violent change towards anarchism. Hair wanted
an end to the war and performed to represent the peaceful revolutionaries against the Broadway
establishment. The Yippies in Chicago 1968 were disruptive actors that performed in rebellion
against the Democratic National Convention. Therefore, the revolution of Paradise Now
summarizes the theatricality of the era: "the streets belong to the people” because "the theater is
in the streets."
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